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Abstract. This work presents a formal model for the specification of
user navigation in web sites, based on the concepts of automata theory.
The finite automata that constitute the model are composed by a set
of web pages representing states with links interpreted as transitions between pages, either simple transitions, transitions with associated actions
or even guarded transitions. Frame sets are denoted in a matrix-oriented
notation, and transitions between frame sets are represented by arrows
between such matrices. Sub-sites are defined as sub-automata, that is,
subsets of pages closed to the transition function. Dynamic-page navigational automata are introduced for modelling navigation in web sites
with dynamic pages. A brief description is given about the role the model
can play with respect to the use-case specification of web sites.

1

Introduction

This work presents an automata-based navigational model for modelling web
sites from the user’s point of view. It is the first step of a research directed
to the use of statistical and probabilistic models (like Markov Chains and Hidden Markov Models) as tools for the design and analysis of interactive Internet
applications. Automata are the structures underlying such models and the navigational model presented here shall be the structure underlying the adaptation
of those models to our envisaged applications.
In this paper, a definition of navigation automaton is introduced, based on
the concepts of automata theory (finite automata, non-deterministic automata,
Mealy machine, etc. [7, 9]).3 Four kinds of navigation automata are considered:
⋆
3

This work has financial support from CNPq and FAPERGS.
We note that automata have been used in connection to navigation processes in web
sites, e.g., as a user tool to constrain search processes [10]. In this paper, navigation
automata are used as a design tool to specify all the possible user navigations in a
web site.
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1. simple-page automata, modelling the navigation in web sites of simple pages
– sites composed by finite collections of static web pages, exhibited one by
one, with links, called simple-page links, attached to anchors4 , allowing the
navigation from one page to another;
2. frame-set automata, for web sites with frame sets – sites presented as finite
collections of frame sets5 , each one showing several static pages at the same
time, with links, called frame-set links, allowing the navigation from one
page to another page which is to be exhibited in the same or in a different
frame, within the same or in another frame set;
3. dynamic-page automata, modelling the navigation in web sites with dynamic
pages or frame sets – sites having a set of links, called dynamic links (see
sect. 2), that are attached to the same anchor, all of them pointing to pages,
called dynamic pages, that are generated by a script performing a systemparameterized action associated with that link anchor;
4. sub-site automata, for sites presenting self-contained (encapsulated or non
encapsulated) sub-sites.
We then briefly show that the navigation automaton is a mathematical formalism that can be used to represent in a intuitive way scenarios (both the primary scenario and the possible alternatives paths) of use cases of web sites. Such
scenarios describe possible interactions between the site and its users (see the
literature for such concepts, e.g., UML – Unified Modelling Language [1, 4, 8]).
The paper is organized as follows. Web sites and related concepts are formalized in Sect. 2. The concept of navigation automaton is introduced in Sect. 3.
The simple-page navigation automaton model is presented in Sect. 4. Section 5
presents the frame-set navigation automaton. The dynamic-page navigation automaton modelling navigation in sites with dynamic pages is introduced in Sect.
6. Sub-sites are discussed in Sect. 7. Some envisaged applications are discussed
in Sect. 8. The conclusion is in Sect. 9.

2

Using Graphs to Formalize Web Sites and Related
Concepts

To allow the application of the formal model of finite automata to the navigation
in web sites, a minimal formalization of web sites and their related concepts is
4

5

An anchor is formally defined as the specific place in a web page where a link is
pointing to. However, since the HTML element used to create a link is the same used
to introduce an anchor, in practice it is common to call anchor the specific place in
a page where the origin of the link is located. In this work, we say that a link is
attached to an anchor to mean that this anchor is where the link departs from. It
will be clear from the context when we refer to an (target) anchor, i.e., the place in
a page where the link is pointing to.
A frame set is a set of frames dividing a window or another frame of this window.
A frame set allows the browser to load several pages at the same time, each one in
a different frame of the frame set. A frame set of just one frame may be identified
with a simple page.
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required. In this section, we briefly present a graph-based formal concept of web
site, taking into account its external observable behavior. This means that we
do not consider the way the system is internally implemented, but the way it
interacts with the user.
The concepts of web page and link anchor are considered primitive. The
collection of all web pages is denoted by P, and A is the collection of all link
anchors. The concept of link between web pages is formally defined. In order to
unify the nomenclature, several links shall be considered:
Definition 1. A simple-page link ta attached to an anchor a ∈ A in a page
P1 ∈ P, and pointing to a page P2 ∈ P, is defined as a pair ta = hP1 , P2 i.
A user click on the anchor a is the event that activates the link ta in the
page P1 , allowing the browser to load the page P2 .
If P1 = P2 , then ta = hP1 , P1 i is a simple-page self -link. Simple-page internal
links are denoted by ta (a′ ) = hP1 , P1 (a′ )i, where a is the anchor in P1 where the
link ta (a′ ) is attached to, and a′ is the anchor in P1 where ta (a′ ) is pointed to.
Simple-page links with associated actions x ∈ {download, upload, create email message, open new window, . . . } are denoted by ta [x] = hP1 , P2 [x]i.
A link anchor may be associated with a parameterized action. We consider
two kinds of parameters: external parameters (given only by the user) and internal parameters (supplied either by the browser or by the web site, and not
controlled by the user). If the action is a test on the parameter given by the
user (for instance, in the authentication of a user password), then the link is
activated if only if the condition of the test is verified. Otherwise, an alternative
page indicating the error may be loaded. This leads to the following definition:
Definition 2. Let a ∈ A be an anchor in a page P1 ∈ P, with an associated
action parameterized by an external condition c. A simple-page guarded link ta/c
is defined as a pair ta/c = (ta/true , ta/f alse ), where ta/true = hP1 , P2 i, ta/f alse =
hP1 , P2′ i, P2 ∈ P is the page loaded by the browser if the condition c is verified,
and P2′ ∈ P is the (error) page loaded otherwise.
Consider a link anchor with an externally parameterized action that allows
the user to choose one of a fixed set of external alternatives. In this case, there
exists a pre-determined set of links attached to that anchor, each to be activated according to the parameter chosen by the user. When the user clicks the
anchor introducing a parameter, the action associated with the anchor uses that
parameter to select one single link, allowing the browser to load just one page.
Definition 3. Let I = {0, 1, 2, ...n} be a fixed set of alternative external parameters, with i ∈ I. Let a ∈ A be an anchor in a page P1 ∈ P, associated
with an action parameterized on I. A simple-page selection link ta/i is a i-uple
ta/i∈I = (ta/0 , . . . , ta/n ), where ta/0 = hP1 , P20 i, . . . , ta/n = hP1 , P2n i, P20 ∈ P
is the page loaded by the browser if the selection 0 is chosen by the user before
clicking the anchor, P21 ∈ P is the page loaded by the browser if the selection 1
is chosen, and so on.
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In this work, all the web pages mentioned above are said to be static in the
sense that their content is navigation independent, that is, in any user navigation,
if the same clicks are performed, with the same selected parameters, then the
same links are activated targeting always the same pages with the same contents.
However, an action associated to a link anchor may have an internal parameter supplied by the system, which may not be controlled by the user. In this
case, when the user clicks the anchor, there exist a (possibly infinite) set of links,
each one of which may be activated, according the way the action processes that
parameter. Different pages with different contents can be loaded by the browser
in different user navigations, even if the same parameters are selected by the
user. In this work, such pages are called dynamic pages.
It is important to remark that the notion of static and dynamic pages formalized in this work is an abstraction from the notion of static and dynamic pages
commonly used to refer to the technique of implementing web pages. Since the
set of all possible pages with all possible contents is a pre-fixed set P, our concept of dynamic page is related to the way the user reads a page P ∈ P, and not
to the way that the page is constructed (since they are conceived as pre-existing
in the set of all possible pages). A navigation through static pages is fully controlled by the user while a navigation trough dynamic pages may depend upon
some responses of the system, and thus look non-deterministic to the user.
Definition 1 is extended to consider frame sets (Def. 2 and Def. 3 can also be
extended to consider frame sets):
Definition 4. A frame-set link ta attached to an anchor a ∈ A in a page P1 ∈ P
of a frame set F S1 , and pointing to a page P2 ∈ P of a frame set F S2 , is defined
as a 4-uple ta = hP1 , F S1 , P2 , F S2 i.
Now the notion of web site is finally formally defined.
Definition 5. A web site of simple pages is a directed graph W = (P, T ), where
P ⊆ P is a non empty set of (possibly dynamic) simple pages and T is a set of
simple-page links attached to anchors in pages of P .
Definition 6. Let P ⊆ P be a non empty set of (possibly dynamic) web pages.
A web site of frame sets on P is a directed graph W = (F SP , T ), where F SP is
a non empty set of frame sets exhibiting pages of P , and T is a set of frame-set
links attached to anchors in pages of P .
Definition 7. Let W = (P, T ) be a web of simple pages, P ′ ⊆ P , P ′ 6= ∅ and
T ′ ⊆ T . W ′ = (P ′ , T ′ ) is said to be a sub-site of W whenever P1 ∈ P ′ ⇒ P2 ∈ P ′ ,
for every ta = hP1 , P2 i ∈ T ′ .
Definition 7 can be extended to consider sub-sites of web sites of frame sets.

3

Navigation Automaton

A navigation automaton is a non-deterministic finite automaton [7, 9]. The
states, called navigation states, represent the pages (or frame sets) of the web site,
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and the transitions, called navigation transitions, represent the links between
the pages. The input alphabet of a navigation automaton is an event alphabet,
composed basically by one kind of event: the user’s clicks on anchors of web-page
links.
Navigation automata are usually non-deterministic, for two reasons. First,
clicking on a same anchor in two different time instants can lead to two different
navigation states (pages or frame sets) due to different conditions in the process
that dynamically generates the web site pages. Secondly, empty transitions may
occurs, being transitions due to the passage of time, and not to a user click.
Each navigation transition has an anchor, a source state – representing the
page or frame set where the anchor is located, and a set of target states –
representing the set of pages or frame sets that may be loaded by the browser
when the transition is activated by a user click (see Fig. 1). Therefore, it is
possible to define a navigation transition relation to model a user’s action when
she is navigating.

Simple-Page
Transition

Web Page 1
Web Page 2
Web
Page
Web Page 3
1

Web Page 2

Frame-Set
Transition

Source
Page
Source Navigation States

Web Page 2
Web
Page Web Web
Page Page
1
4
5

Target
Pages
Target Navigation States

Fig. 1. Different kinds of navigation transitions

A navigation automaton usually does not present any final (i.e., recognizing)
state, but it may have several stop states, which are states that are not sources
of any transition. On the other hand, application-oriented final states may exist,
that acknowledge a sequence of user’s clicks leading to a successful end in a web
application (such as, for instance, a successful buy in a virtual store)6 .
A navigation automaton is said to be self-contained if it presents no external
transitions, that is, no transition that has the source anchor in the reference site
and target page in an external site. The automaton of Fig. 2 is not self-contained.

6

Navigation automaton with application-oriented final states are not considered in
this paper.
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4

Simple-Page Navigation Automata

Definition 8. A simple-page navigation automaton of a web site W = (P ′ , T ′ )
of simple static pages is a structure
SP N A = (P, Sext , T, Text , X, f, Home, Stop) ,

(1)

where:
1. P is a finite non empty set of possible simple-page navigation states, representing the set P ′ ⊆ P, P ′ 6= ∅, of simple static pages of W ;
2. Sext is the finite (possibly empty) set of external navigation states, representing external web sites accessible from W ;
3. T is the finite set of simple-page transitions ta : sta 7−→ T gta , with the source
state sta ∈ P and the set of target states T gta ⊆ P , representing the set T ′
of simple-page links of W ;
4. Text is the finite set of external transitions ta : sta 7−→ T gta , with sta ∈ P
and (T gta ∩ P ) = ∅, representing the links pointing to external web sites;
5. X is the finite set of actions associated to the transitions, including the empty
action denoted by ε;
6. f is the partial simple-page navigation transition function7
f = P × (T ∪ Text ) −→ ℘(P ∪ Sext ) × X ,

(2)

associating each pair (sta , ta ), where sta is the source of the (possibly external) transition ta attached to the anchor a ∈ A, to a pair (T gta , x), denoted
by T gta [x], where T gta is the set of target states, and x is a (possibly empty)
action associated to ta ;
7. Home is the initial state of the navigation automaton and Stop is the (possibly empty) set of stop states.
Example 1. Figure 2 shows the graph of a simple-page navigation automaton
with transitions representing some of the different kinds of links defined in sect. 2:
simple-page transitions (t2 , t3 , t5 , . . .), external transition (t7 ), simple-page selftransitions (t1 and t8 ), simple-page internal transition (t9 ), simple-page guarded
transition (t4 ), simple-page transitions with associated actions (t1 , t6 , t7 and t8 ).
Example 2. The graph of Fig. 2 corresponds to the navigation transition function
f = P × (T ∪ Text ) −→ ℘(P ∪ Sext ) × X of the simple-page navigation automaton
SP N A = (P, Sext , T, Text , X, f, Home, Stop), where P = {Home, P1, P2, P3},
Sext = {External Site}, T = {t1a1 , . . . , t6a6 , t8a8 , t9a9 }, Text = {t7a7 }, X =
{ε, e-mail, download, new window}, Stop = ∅, where a1 , . . . , a9 ∈ A. The transition function f can also be given by a double entrance table (see Table 1).8
7
8

℘ is the powerset operator.
The empty action ε is not represented, since it can be understood from the context.
Anchors are not represented when they are not important in the context.
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External Site

t2

P1

t3
cond

t1
[e-mail]

Home

t7
[new window]

t 4 /true
P2

t 4 /false

t8
[download]

t5
t6
[new window]

P3

t 9 (internal anchor)

Web Site W

Fig. 2. Simple-page navigation automaton with different kinds of simple-page navigation transitions
Table 1. Table of the navigation transition function f given in Fig. 2

5

Navigation States

Transitions

f

Home
Home
Home
Home
P1
P1
P2
P2
P3

t1
t2
t4 /cond
t6
t3
t7
t5
t8
t9

Home[e-mail]
P1
{P2,Home}
P3[new window]
Home
External Site[new window]
Home
P2[download]
P3 (internal anchor)

Frame-set Navigation Automata

In this section we introduce the frame-set navigation automata. A matrix-oriented
notation is introduced to represent the structure of the frame sets of the navigation states of a frame-set navigation automaton.
The main division of a frame-set structure is indicated externally, and the
secondary divisions, if they exist, are indicated internally in the matrix, in a
recursive way.
The division in n rows of a frame-set is denoted using brackets. We denote
navigation states in the row structure, by indicating the page exhibited in each
row. For example, for n > 1 rows P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn ∈ P, one has



P1
 P2 
 
 ..  .
. 
Pn
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The division in m columns of a frame set is denoted using angled brackets.
We denote navigation states in the column structure, by indicating the page
exhibited in each column, using commas as separators. For example, for m ≥ 1
columns P1 , P2 , . . . , Pm ∈ P, one has hP1 , P2 , . . . , Pm i.
Example 3. The navigation states FS 1, FS 3 and FS 5 of the frame-set navigation automaton of Fig. 3 are represented as:

  


P2
P2
P1,
and h P9 i.
(3)
, P1,
P5, P6
P3

P2
P1

FS 1

FS 2

(P 1,t 1 )
P3

(P 4,t 7 )

P2
cond

P1

P4

(P 1,t 4 )

[new window]
(P 4,t 8 ) /false
[new window]
(P 4,t 8 ) / true
[new window]

External Site

Error

FS 5

FS 3

(P 9,t9 )

P2

[e-mail]

(P 1,t 2 )

P9

P1
P5

(P 1,t 5 )

P6
( P 9,t 10)

FS 4

(P 1,t 6 )

(P10,t 12)

(P10,t 11)

P2

(P 1,t 3 )

FS 7

[download]

P1

P10
P7

P8

Web Site W

FS 6

Fig. 3. Frame-set navigation automaton

Each defined frame-set transition attached to anchor a ∈ A is denoted by a
map ta : sta /spta 7−→ T gta /tgpta , where sta is the matrix structure of the source
state of ta , indicating, at least, in which frame its source page spta is located,
and T gta is the set of matrix structures of the target states tgta of ta , indicating,
at least, where its target page or frame set of target pages tgpta is located.
Example 4. The frame-set transitions t1a1 and t2a2 , with a1 , a2 ∈ A, of the
frame-set automaton of Fig. 3 are represented as9 :

 
  
−
−
t1a1 : P1,
7−→ −,
and
(4)
−
P4
9

In the graph of Fig. 3 and in the Table 2, each frame-set transition ta presents an
additional information, namely the indication of its source page spt , and is denoted
as ta ≡ (spt , t), omitting the anchor a.
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t2a2


 

 
−
−
: P1,
.
7−→ −,
P5, P6
−

(5)

Definition 8 is generalized to define the concept of frame-set automaton:
Definition 9. A frame-set navigation automaton of a web site W = (F S ′ P ,
T ′ ) of static frame sets on P ⊆ P is a structure
F SN A = (F SP , Sext , T, Text , X, f, FHome, Stop) ,

(6)

where:
1. F SP is a finite non empty set of possible frame-set navigation states, representing the set F S ′ P 6= ∅ of static frame sets on P 6= ∅ of W ;
2. Sext is the finite (possibly empty) set of external navigation states, representing external web sites accessible from W ;
3. T is the finite set of frame-set transitions ta : sta /spta 7−→ T gta /tgpta , with
sta ∈ F SP and T gta ⊆ F SP , representing the set T ′ of frame-set links of
W;
4. Text is the finite set of external transitions ta : sta /spta 7−→ T gta /tgpta , with
sta ∈ F SP and either (T gta ∩ P ) = ∅ or tgpta ∈ (P − P ), representing the
links pointing to external web sites;
5. X is the finite set of actions associated to the transitions, including the empty
action denoted by ε;
6. f is the partial frame-set navigation transition function
f = F SP × (T ∪ Text ) −→ ℘(F SP ∪ Sext ) × X ,

(7)

associating each pair (sta , ta ), where sta is the source state of the frame set
transition ta attached to the anchor a ∈ A, to a pair (T gta , x), denoted by
T gta [x], where T gta is the set of target states and x is the (possibly empty)
action associated to ta ;
7. FHome is the initial navigation state and Stop is the set of stop states of the
frame-set navigation automaton.
Example 5. The graph of Fig. 3 corresponds to the frame-set navigation transition function f = F SP × (T ∪ Text ) −→ ℘(F SP ∪ Sext ) × X of the frame-set
navigation automaton F SN A = (F SP , Sext , T, Text , X, f, FHome, Stop), where
F SP = {FS 1, . . . , FS 7} (some of the navigation states were shown in Example 3), P = {P1, . . . , P10}, Sext = {External Site}, T = {t1a1 , . . . , t6a6 , t8a8 ,
. . . , t12a12 }, Text = {t7a7 }, with a1 , . . . , a12 ∈ A, X = {ε, e-mail, download,
new window}, FHome = FS 1 and Stop = ∅. The frame-set transition function
f can also be given by a double entrance table (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Table of the frame-set transition function f given in Fig. 3

6

Navigation States

Transitions

ft

FHome
FHome
FHome
FS 2
FS 2
FS 2
FS 3
FS 4
FS 5
FS 5
FS 6
FS 6

(P1, t1 )
(P1, t2 )
(P1, t3 )
(P1, t4 )
(P4, t7 )
(P4, t8 )/cond
(P1, t5 )
(P1, t6 )
(P9, t9 )
(P9, t10 )
(P10, t11 )
(P10, t12 )

FS 2
FS 3
FS 4
FHome
External Site[new window]
{FS 5, FS 7}[new window]
FHome
FHome
FS 5[e-mail]
FS 6
FS 6[download]
FS 5

Dynamic Navigation Automaton

The general idea of dynamic navigation automata was inspired by the statecharts
of UML [1, 8].
The target state of a dynamic navigation transition is a collection of dynamic
states, each representing one possible outcome page of the dynamic transition.
The target state may be of one of two types:
1. simple dynamic navigation state: a collection of independent dynamic simplepage states or dynamic frame-set states, as shown in Fig. 4;
2. compound dynamic navigation state: a collection of nestled dynamic simplepage states or dynamic frame-set states, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Source States

P1

Dynamic Navigation
Transitions

t1

Target States

t2

?

t3
P1
P2

?

P1

(P 3,t 1 )
P3

Dynamic
Simple
Pages

P3, t 2 )
(P 3,t 3 )

WP3
??
P2

Dynamic
Frame
Sets

Fig. 4. Dynamic transitions with target given by a collection of simple dynamic navigation states: dynamic simple-page or dynamic frame-set states
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A compound dynamic navigation state can be one of the following:
1. A collection of sequential nestled dynamic navigation sub-states: a sequence
of simple dynamic navigation sub-states, with dynamic simple-page transitions, nestled together to form the compound state (as, for instance, the set
of result pages produced by a query to a search engine). See Fig. 5.

t3
t2

P1

t1

source state

Sequential
sub-states

compound dynamic navigation target states

Fig. 5. Dynamic transitions with target given by a collection of compound dynamic
navigation states with sequential sub-states

2. A collection of concurrent nestled dynamic navigation sub-states: a sequence
of dynamic frame sets, exhibiting several dynamic pages at the same time,
with dynamic frame-set transitions, nestled together to form the compound
state. See Fig. 6.

(P 3, t 3 )

P1
P2

(P 3, t 2 )

P3
(P 3, t 1 )

source state
Concurrent
sub-states

compound dynamic navigation target states

Fig. 6. Dynamic transitions with target given by a collection of composed dynamic
navigation states with concurrent sub-states
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Nestled sub-states may be considered as an equivalence class of sub-states
with respect to the result of the internal-parameterized action that is associated
with the the dynamic transition anchor.
In the following, the definition of dynamic navigation automaton is introduced considering sites with simple dynamic pages. This approach can be generalized to model sites with frame sets.
Definition 10. A dynamic simple-page navigation automaton of a web site
W = (P ′ , T ′ ) of dynamic simple pages is a structure
DN A = (P, DP, Sext , T, DT, Text , X, Df, Home, Stop) ,

(8)

where:
1. P is a finite non empty set of static simple-page navigation states and DP is
a (possibly empty) infinite set of (simple or composed) simple-page dynamic
navigation states, where P ∪DP represents the set P ′ ⊆ P, P ′ 6= ∅, of simple
pages of W ;
2. Sext is the finite (possibly empty) set of external navigation states, representing external web sites accessible from W ;
3. T is the finite set of static transitions ta : sta 7−→ T gt , with sta ∈ P and
T gta ⊆ P , and DT is the (possible) infinite set of dynamic transitions dta :
sdta 7−→ T gdta , with sdta ∈ P ∪ DP and T gdta ⊆ DP , where T ∪ DT
represents the set T ′ of simple-page links of W ;
4. Text is the finite set of external transitions;
5. X is the finite set of actions associated to the transitions;
6. Df is the partial dynamic simple-page navigation transition function
Df = (P ∪ DP ) × (T ∪ DT ∪ Text ) −→ (P ∪ DP ∪ Sext ) × X ,

(9)

associating each pair (sla , la ), where sla is the source of the (possibly dynamic) transition la attached to the anchor a ∈ A, to a pair (T gla , x), denoted by T gla [x], where T gla is a set of (possibly dynamic) target states, and
x is a (possibly empty) action associated to la ;
7. Home is the initial state of the dynamic navigation automaton and Stop is
the (possibly empty) set of stop states.

7

Sub-Site Automaton

In this section we introduce navigation automata associated to sub-sites of simple
pages. The approach can be generalized to consider sub-sites of sites with frame
sets.
The main characteristic of the sub-site automaton is to be self-contained
in relation to the main navigation automaton, except probably by one special
transition enabling the return to the outer automaton (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 7).
9

In dynamic simple-page navigation automata, only states composed of sequential
sub-states are considered.
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Home
P1

out-transition

in-transition

sHome

P2

Fig. 7. A navigation automaton with a sub-site automaton

Definition 11. Let SP N A = (P, Sext , T, Text , X, f, Home, Stop) be a simplepage navigation automaton of a web site W = (P ′ , T ′ ) of simple pages with
a sub-site sW = (sP ′ , sT ′ ). A sub-site automaton SS of SP N A, denoted by
SS ⋐ SP N A, is a structure hSS, it, oti, where
SS = (sP, sSext , sT, sText , sX, sf, sHome, sStop)

(10)

is a simple-page navigation automaton and it and ot are simple-page navigation
transitions, such that:
1. sP ⊆ P is the finite non empty subset of possible simple-page navigation
states, representing the set sP ′ ⊆ P ′ ⊆ P of simple static pages of sW ;
2. sSext ⊆ Sext and sText ⊆ Text ;
3. sT ⊆ T is a finite subset of simple-page transitions ta : sta 7−→ T gta , with
sta ∈ sP and T gta ⊆ sP , representing the set sT ′ of simple-page links of
sW ;
4. sX ⊆ X is the finite subset of actions associated to the transitions ta ∈
(sT ∪ sText );
5. sf = f |sP ×(sT ∪sText ) is the restriction of the partial simple-page navigation
transition function f to sP × (sT ∪ sText ), that is,
sf = sP × (sT ∪ sText ) −→ ℘(sP ∪ sSext ) × sX ;

(11)

6. sHome ∈ sW is the initial state and sStop ⊆ Stop is the set of stop states
of the navigation automaton SS;
7. ita : (P − sP ) → sP is the in-transition usually given by Y ∈ (P − sP ) 7→
sHome, which is the simple-page navigation transition that permits the access
to the sub-site automaton SS from the outer automaton SP N A, usually
through its initial navigation state sHome;
8. ota : sP → (P − sP ) is the out-transition usually given by sHome ∈ (P −
sP ) 7→ Y ∈ (P − sP ), which is an optional simple-page navigation transition
that permits to return to the outer automaton SP N A, usually through the
the initial navigation state sHome of SS.
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In the items (vii) and (viii) of Def. 11, it is also possible to consider a set of
in-transitions and a set of out-transitions. The in-transition (out-transition) can
have its target (source) state in other navigation state than sHome.
The items (ii) and (iii) of Def. 11 mean that the navigation automaton SS
is closed to the transitions ta ∈ (sT ∪ sText ) , that is, every transition with
source in the sub-site (except the out-transition ota ) has target in the sub-site.
Therefore, a SS is a self-contained navigation automaton (see Sect. 3) with
respect to SP N A.
A sub-site automaton is encapsulated if its navigation states are not the
target of any transition (except by the in-transition) whose source is outside of
the sub-site automaton. An encapsulated sub-site automaton can be collapsed
and represented by its initial state sHome. Figure 8 shows the graph of the
navigation transition function of a navigation automaton and its encapsulated
sub-site automaton, whose respective navigation transition function (hidden in
this graph) is shown in Fig. 7.

Home

P1

out-transition

sHome
in-transition

P2

Fig. 8. A navigation automaton with an encapsulated sub-site automaton

8

Applications

In this section, we show how the automata-based navigational model can help
the work on the requirement analysis of a web-based application using UML
– Unified Modelling Language [1, 4, 8]. We also give a brief discussion of the
application of the model in the analysis of a user navigation in a web-based
educational system.
8.1

Navigation Automata Representing Scenarios of Use Cases

Use cases, first put forward in [8], are a powerful technique for capturing and
expressing the interaction between system users (called actors) and the system
itself. The term actor represents a generic user role. In this work, the term user
denotes people navigating on the web site. Users may behave as many different
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actors in the web site system. A use case corresponds to a way of usage of the
web site by an actor, that is, a pattern of interaction between the user and the
web site. A scenario is a sequence of steps describing an interaction between the
actor and the web site – the use case. Sometimes, there are different navigation
alternatives resulting in different scenarios for the same use case. A use case is,
therefore, a collection of scenarios related to a same user objective when interacting with the web site. There is always a main scenario, called primary scenario.
The other scenarios are called alternative scenarios, or alternative paths.
We remark that a use case is written to express what a system should do,
without constraining how it should do it. All of the behavior is presented in the
form of observable results. In UML, relationship among use cases are usually
documented in a use case diagram. The complete collection of use cases forms
a use case model. The primary scenario is usually presented in textual form, as
a labelled sequence of steps describing the sequence of transitions activated by
the user. Alternative paths are described bellow the primary scenario. In the
methodology for web applications presented in [4], these scenarios are usually
diagrammed in sequence diagrams, a specific type of interaction diagram, which
emphasize the time line. However, this methodology does not seem to have a
special abstraction for representing the navigation in web sites.
Therefore, the navigation automata can be used as a mathematical formalism
to represent in an intuitive way all possible scenarios (the primary scenario and
all possible alternatives paths) of the use cases for a web site, describing all
possible interactions between the site and the actors. In this sense, navigation
automata are a means for the formal operational specification of use case models
of web sites. The authors have used navigation automata for the specification of
the navigation in the ENSINET10 – a web-based educational system [5, 11].
8.2

The Control Language of a Navigation Automata

The set of all possible sequences of user clicks is the control language of a navigation automata, in the sense that the automaton is driven (“navigated”) by
those sequences along the possible paths of its state diagram. Such language is
a representation of the user behavior and another possible formalization of use
case scenarios. We shall explore the concept of control language in further paper.
In the system ENSINET, by registering the “words” of the control language
that are generated by the navigations of a particular student, the system ENSINET/SPY is able to monitor the user behavior when navigating in the system.
This is done in order to compare an actual student behavior with an expected or
acceptable behavior. The analysis of the “words” generated by the users are to be
used in the new features that are now been developed for the system ENSINET:
(i) ENSINET/AVAL, a system to allow intuitive evaluations of the interactions
performed by the users in the system, and (ii) ENSINET/ADAPT [6], a system
to create user adaptive encapsulated sub-sites.
10

The application of navigation automata to the ENSINET can be found at
http://gmc.ucpel.tche.br/ensinet/download.htm. The system can be accessed
at http://ensinet.ucpel.tche.br.
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9

Conclusion

The automata-based navigational model for modelling web sites from the user’s
point of view can express all possible alternative sequences of transitions activated by the user during her navigation. In this sense, it describes all possible
interactions between a web site user and the web site itself, describing the behavior of the web site as viewed from the outside.
The navigation automata can be used as a mathematical formalism to represent in a intuitive way all possible scenarios of the use cases for a web site,
describing all possible interactions between the site and the actors. In this sense,
navigation automata are means for the formal operational specification of use
case models of web sites. Besides, they can be adapted to include probabilistic
and statistical information on the user behavior.
The exploration of the ideas of using the analysis of the (probabilistic) navigation automata control language in adaptive hypermedia [2, 3, 12] is a subject
of further work. Concerning other practical applications, we expect that navigation automata can be used as a foundation for development tools able to
generate automatically web site navigation structures.
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